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On demand production of a 233Pa tracer.  
The measurement of 231Pa using atom counting methods requires a tracer of 233Pa to determine 
correction factors such as mass bias or used as a tracer to evaluate or develop radiochemical 
separation schemes. A 233Pa bulk material was produced through neutron activation of 232Th at 
the McMaster Nuclear Reactor (MNR) and following purification was sent to the National 
Research Council (NRC) of Canada  for standardization. Absolute activity standardization was 
performed via four independent methods which were all in agreement within their associated 
uncertainties. This standardization campaign was compared to that of a material from a 
traditional 237Np daughter source contained in nitric and hydrofluoric acid. Differences in the 
radiochemistries with respect to the effect on standardization and storage in glass flame sealed 
ampoules were investigated. 
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On demand 233Pa production 

233Pa can be produced from the milking of 237Np sources but Canada doesn’t have any large 
legacy 237Np sources. Therefore the production of 233Pa  material from the neutron activation of  
232Th and subsequent chemical separation was pursued. 

232Th was irradiated at the MNR and after 24 hours of buildup the 233Pa was separated from the 
bulk thorium without the use of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and eluted with hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
before being shipped to NRC for standardization.  

Uranium radiochronometry is of great interest for 
the nuclear forensics community as it enables the 
direct calculation of the separation age of enriched 
235U. Radiochronometric pairs  234U-230Th and  
235U-231Pa and their concordance or discordance in 
age determination can furthermore provide 
information on the processing of the material in 
question. 231Pa standard is important for uranium 
radiochronometry and a 233Pa reference is needed 
for a 231Pa atom-counting standard [1].  

[2] 

Absolute activity  

NRC implements a 4πβγ coincidence method 
and anti-coincidence[3] for the 
standardization of radionuclides consisting of a 
β-emission followed immediately by a γ-
photon. 
 

LSC techniques require a model of the 
physical and chemical processes involved in 
light emission and of the statistics of photon 
emission and detection. 
(CIEMAT/NIST, TDCR described in [4]). 

Figure 3. 
Activity concentration for the 233Pa tracer as a function of primary method used. All uncertainty bars are expanded uncertainties at 95% 
confidence level (k=2). 

Further validation came from a parallel comparison in which the 233Pa bulk material was extracted from 
a 237Np source [5].  In addition, this 233Pa was contained in 2 M nitric acid (HNO3)and 0.1 M HF.  

Primary method Dominant uncertainty 
component 

Standard uncertainty 

Anti-coincidence counting Extrapolation of the efficiency 
of the β-channel to 100%  

0.55% 

Coincidence counting Extrapolation of the efficiency 
of the β−channel to 100%  

0.45% 

Triple-to-Double-Coincidence-
Ratio (TDCR) 

Statistical variation of the 10 
samples prepared and 

measured 

1% 

CIEMAT/NIST Variation of a critical model 
parameter used to calculated 

the efficiency of detection 

0.5% 

The Canadian 233Pa tracer 
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Conclusion 

Disseminating the standard 

Figure 2. 
Left: Coincidence counting Infrastructure at NRC. Right: Hidex-300SL-METRO, a commercial LSC counter available at NRC. 

Figure 1. 
Parent/daughter mass ratio as a function of age for two 
radiochronometric pairs. 

Table 1. 
Summary of the primary methods of activity standardization. The second and third columns indicate the dominant uncertainty component 
and the total standard uncertainty of the method respectively.  

The Canadian 233Pa tracer continued 

The standardization of the Canadian 233Pa tracer was performed using multiple independent 
primary techniques. Their concordance is an indication of the robustness of the certified 
reference material produced at NRC.  
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The radioactive certified reference material is disseminated through the shipment of an artifact 
typically contained in glass ampoules.  Due to the adhesive nature of Pa on glass, the ampoules were 
silanized before filling. The initial standardization campaign was performed in a solvent of HCl. There 
was evidence of deposition of the 233Pa to the silanized glass[6] so while unopened the ampoule 
retained its traceability and function as a calibrant but was not a suitable tracer for the calibration of an 
atom counting  231Pa standard. Further studies were performed to evaluate the proper container and 
solvent to stabilize the dissolved 233Pa in solution. It has been widely reported that protactinium tends 
to hydrolyze, polymerize, and irreversibly deposit onto many common laboratory materials. From a 
distribution standpoint, this may lead to erratic and unpredictable losses of 233Pa. Currently, 
protactinium solutions are distributed from MNR in 2 M HNO3 with 0.1M HF. From a safety standpoint, 
the use of HF is a concern, and can limit its access to select personnel with training to handle HF. 
Further studies were performed in order to investigate deposition through an array of solvents, 
additives, and vessel materials without recourse to HF or other strong acids. 
 
 

The addition of HF to nitric 
stabilized the protactinium 
solutions in all containers 
except plastic with losses 
due to deposition <0.2% 
even after 1 month of 
storage. 

The use of oxalic acid had 
comparable performance 
to nitric + HF in silanized 
glass with losses due to 
deposition <0.5% even 
after 1 month of storage. 

The addition of HF to oxalic 
acid did not significantly 
improve the stabilization of 
the protactinium solutions 
in silanized glass.  

A 233Pa tracer was standardized by multiple absolute methods which were all in agreement. The 
standard was then used to calibrate a secondary ionization chamber resulting in a rapid and traceable 
method for the production of a 233Pa tracer. An ampoule was returned to MNR to complete the 
dissemination of the standard to the end user community. There was no difference between the use of 
oxalic acid or nitric acid with HF in the stabilization of the protactinium reference material in silanized 
glass for at least one month of storage post-processing. From a safety and user-friendly standpoint, 
oxalic acid is a possible suitable alternative to a nitric + HF combination.  

Figure 4. 
Results of the protactinium solution stability as a function of  nitric vs nitric + HF (top), as a function of alternative acids (middle) and oxalic 
vs oxalic + HF (bottom) for various materials of containment after 1 week and 1 month of storage. 
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